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Art Mess 

As the setting sun turns the sky into a mesh of orange, red and yellow colors, I walk up 

the stairs to the museum. This is the most exotic art museum in the history of art museums. My 

friend had told me about it. I love abstract art. I think it is the truest form of art there is. Ever 

since I was a little boy, whenever I drew something the picture never made any sense. It was 

always just a bunch of colors or weird lines or something else that you would not expect a little 

boy to draw. 

I go inside and start to walk around; there are a bunch of bizarre statues in the first room. 

One of them almost looks like a giant penis, but I keep looking and move into the next room. 

Here there are abstract paintings that covered all four walls of the rooms, and I gaze at them as if 

I am looking at Jesus Christ himself. On one of the walls there appears to be some sort of purple 

opening, as if it lead somewhere. I walk over to it to check it out, and reach out my hand to touch 

it. 

Surprisingly, I am not touching anything. There is just empty space. I reach my arm 

further in, and the next second it feels like I am being pulled into complete darkness. I travel 

through some kind of dark corridor, with the force pushing me from behind, until a flash of white 

blinds my eyes. 

I open them, only to find that I am inside some sort of surreal world. There are still 

statues and paintings, but they are moving around. A small little self-portrait creeps past my feet, 

and I look up to see a giant statue of some ancient pharaoh looking down on me. He raises an 



arm, and instantly tries to crush me just as I dodge out of the way. Now this place is freaking me 

out.  

I start to run, entering a new room. I look behind me, only to find that the door has 

vanished. I am now trapped here, in this darkened room. Suddenly, the walls on my right and left 

hand side start to rumble. Looking quickly from one to the other, I realize that the walls are 

closing in on me. The walls are going to squash me flat, and there is nothing I can do. 

I begin to panic like crazy, when all of a sudden I drop through the floor. I keep falling 

into darkness, until I land on something slimy and wet. I try to look around, but the room is very 

dim and it is difficult to see anything. What exactly is going on here? I seemed to have gotten 

sucked into some other sort of dimension through that weird portal thing in the museum. All of 

these different rooms are scaring me. I almost got attacked by a giant statue, nearly killed by 

walls that were alive, and now I am stuck in a pile of goo. All I want to do is go home now. 

I slowly get up, with purple slime dripping all over me. I stumble around in the darkness, 

trying to find a way out. I reach out my hands, trying to feel for something, but nothing is there. 

After a while of walking, I see a small, shining light. I make my way through the slime to the orb 

of light, and I reach my hand out to touch it. 

The next thing I know, I am back in the first room of the museum, the one with all of the 

weird statues. I take a look at the penis looking one, and wonder what exactly just happened to 

me. I shake my head, rub my eyes, and step through the exit of the museum. I walk down the 

steps, wondering what in the hell just happened. 


